How do we update our OpenURL link resolver in WorldCat Discovery?
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Applies to

- WorldCat Discovery

Answer

To manage your URL resolvers, navigate to the [Service Configuration > OpenURL Resolvers > Manage Resolvers](https://help.oclc.org/Discovery_and_Reference/WorldCat_Discovery/Troubleshooting/Our_institution_recently_cha...). Scroll over the resolver name you want to edit or delete. This will allow you to see the edit or remove options. If you would like to create a new resolver click [Create Resolver](https://help.oclc.org/Discovery_and_Reference/WorldCat_Discovery/Troubleshooting/Our_institution_recently_cha...).

Additional information

For more information regarding updating your library's OpenURL resolvers, please see [Managing Resolvers](https://help.oclc.org/Discovery_and_Reference/WorldCat_Discovery/Troubleshooting/Our_institution_recently_cha...).
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